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Prog. Description Ref.
1 Metal shelving with shelves: h. 2m, length from 4.2.1 to depth 0.6m. In total n ° 25. 46
2 Push trolleys, n ° 30 47
3 Wheeled platforms, n ° (not specified in inventory) 48
4 Metal baskets with wheels h. 2m for cardboard storage, n ° 5 49
5 Plastic crates for bottles and vegetables, approx. 80. 50
6 Fixed plastic platforms, n ° 15. 51
7 Plastic crates for fruit n ° 130 approx. 52
8 Wheeled plastic containers for garbage, n ° 6 53
9 Powder extinguishers n ° 4 - refill expired 54

10 Hydrant (cassette) with flexible hose and lance 55
11 Various signs for fire prevention purposes. 56

12 57

13 58

14 n. 1 wheeled pit refrigerator for frozen food type GT 2057 Findus. 59

15 61

16 n. 1 scale of the “Suprema” type - Varese and relative trolley. 62
17 n. 1 roll paper holder on the wall 63
18 n. 1 fan 64

19 91

20 92

21 93

22 n. 10 handles for brooms-mops. 94

23 -

24 -

25 -

n. 4 cold rooms of the type supplied by D.T.C Claudio Di Tommaso - Latina shop 
furnishings (of the type assembled on site) of which the first stops, approximate 
dimensions 4.00 x 2.00 m. with relative accessories and motors, external electrical 
panels - no functional test was performed - On the back of the cells nos. 1-2-3 the 
electrical control panels and the relative electrical panels are located. (Note: the plant 
engineering part appears obsolete also due to the type of gas currently no longer usable 
and out of standard).

n. 1 accessories for storage tank and relative TER-MEC pump mechanical construction 
and side-by-side pump.

n. 1 "Lambruschi" type self-loading trolley lift to bring the goods and relative control 
panel to the ground floor. (difficult to re-use)

Various supermarket equipment: motors, small and large fans, refill cylinders for 
refrigerators - compressors (no machine test performed).
Various equipment present in the maintenance depot of the supermarket: paint cans, 
wheels for trolleys, various equipment for electrical elements, various screws and 
collars, spare parts for refrigerator doors, hose to expel water, various plastic 
containers, bags of cement and lime open, all in poor condition and difficult to reuse.
Cleaning trolley and watering hose with extension with relative accessory for cleaning 
the warehouse.

In the warehouse there are n. 4 non-approved metal fire doors without identification. 
Inside the garage located in Via Celestino 2 - basement floor <...> there are various 
equipment used in the supermarket such as plastic boxes about 30, trolleys about 10, 
metal baskets about 15, small equipment for building works: saws, roof tiles, copper 
eaves, plaster panels - all in a very poor state of conservation.

Fridge freezer brand "Surfrigo" n.1, double side opening - length. 10 MT x 1.50 
approximately with raised upper support surface and conveyor doors, in poor condition, 
no functional test performed.

N ° 1 fully equipped counter for the trade of delicatessen and cheese products 
dimensions 6.00 meters x 1.50 approximately, the brand is not found, in poor condition. 
It abrades the CE marking. (perhaps TECNOBANC VEGA). Test run not performed.
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26 -

27 -

28 n. 1 BerKel scale Mod. CX33 CE97 Serial number 790008923, test run not performed. -

29 -

30 n. 1 Berkel scale Mod CX CE99 serial number 0086 not performed test run. -
31 n. 1 Berkel scale Mod M2400 serial number 15150192 not performed test run. -
32 -

33 -

34 -

35 n. 1 cellophane machine for grocery business -
36 n. 1 support counter for grocery store with shelf -
37 n. 1 folded counter element in Plexiglass for display -
38 n. 1 Happy Sheep thermal sealer for vacuum; -
39 Plastic trays of various sizes about 38 x 40 cm. -
40 n. 20 trays and plates in ceramic and glass; -
41 n. 16 aluminum trays; -
42 n. 1 thermal sterilizer for knives; -

43 -

44 -

45 n. 1 Green Mouse Pest Control Operator -
46 n. 1 insect lamp; -
47 n. 1 UVA mouse trap; -
48 n. 1 Fiorucci luminous sign -

49 -

50 n. 1 roll holder for wall paper towels; -

51 -

52 -

53 n. 1 RICOH AFICIO MP 201SPF multifunction copier - test run not performed; -
54 n. 1 CANON A4 LITE 50 scanner - test run not performed -

55 -

2 open refrigerators for cheese and drinks SURFRIGO model with vertical 
compartments, length. 3 meters, h = 2 meters, depth about 1.50 meters. Manufacturer 
F.LLi MAGRELLI snc. Industrial refrigeration systems - Terracina - Via S. Felic Circeo 
Km. 10,500 - Operation test not performed.

n. 1 Fridge Mod. "SUPERFRIGO" for fruit and vegetables with length. 6.00 m, H 2m, 
depth about 1.5; in poor condition, manufacturer F.lli MAGRELLI snc; no functional test 
performed.

N.1 Fiorucci ISA type refrigerator for cold cuts display, dimensions approx. 1.70 x 1.50 
length. X 2.00 meters h, "Fiorucci in Vetrina".

n. 1 Berkel Mod 100 brand scale with upper plate for bread, no functional test 
performed.
n. 2 scales brand Berkel Mod GM400 not performed test operation, side door missing in 
both.
n. 3 large electric slicers, brand "KOLOSSAL" with formica top for support, three-phase 
with slice thickness regulators for salami and hams, with protection; one slicer lacks the 
stop to hold the piece and another is unbranded, no functional test performed.

Tools for food - grocery shops consisting of: series of knives, display jars, hooks, 
scissors, cutting boards, sharpening stones, for a total number of about 38 - 40 tools 
and about 50 hooks;
n. 1 numerator for row of people with remote control brand "PRINTEX" color iron + n. 2 
remote controls;

n. 3 wooden benches with plastic laying surface to support the red electric slicers with 
drawer and shelf;

n. 1 transpallet per trasporto marca “ Fabrizio Costruzioni Elettromeccaniche” – Fondi 
(LT) matricola H 53/116
n. 1 fotocopiatrice multifunzione RICOH AFICIO MP 201SPF – prova di funzionamento 
non eseguita;

n. 1 HP OFFICE JET 7000 WIDE FORMAT A3 large color printer - operation test not 
performed;
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56 n. 1 SAMSUNG SYNCMASTER 710 monitor - no test run performed; -
57 n. 1 SIEMENS Euroset 5005 telephone set - no functional test performed; -

58 -

59 n. 1 Olivetti LOGOS 694T calculator with paper print, no functional test performed; -
60 n. 1 TRUST 1000 S / n 121200012 UPS seems to be working; -
61 n. 1 SWITCH ATLANTIS CE dsl / internet / 4 ports + USB- no functional test performed; -
62 n. 1 LOGITECH 110 keyboard - no functional test performed; -

63 -

64 n. 3 banquets, one of which carries a computer; -
65 n. 3 thonet-type chairs in plastic; -
66 n. 1 electric heater "De Longhi" 4 seasons; -

67 -

68 -

69 -

70 -

71 -

72 -

73 -

74 -

75 About 10/15 various safety, emergency, exit and other signs located on the ground floor; -

76 -

n. 1 PANASONIC device type KX-DT333 connected only for internal calls, line present, 
functioning but not enabled for external calls;

n. 1 wall cabinet containing various stationery accessories such as: labeling machines, 
tape for labeling machines, scotch tape, markers, rulers, tapes to close the envelopes, 
accessories for supermarket offers;

Modular shelving that can be assembled for displaying goods with 4 shelves, 
approximately h 2 meters, in total 115 linear meters on the ground floor of the 
supermarket;
n. 1 wooden shelf with 5 shelves for goods display adapted to the pillar width. 1.5m. - h 
1.7 m. depth 0,5m .;
n. 3 red cash desks including cash desk, automatic sliding surface on which the goods 
rest with an inclined plane at the back, equipped with a digital cash desk
MICRELEC BYBLOS cash registers, with electrical system, POS station, electrical 
cables, bar code reader and accessories such as power sockets, servers, etc. - test run 
not performed -

n. 4 air conditioners, 1 DAIKIN and 3 LG with relative outdoor unit and connection pipe - 
no functional test performed. (appliances with gas no longer usable because they are 
not standard).

lighting lines with Batwing ceiling optic with coupled fluorescent lamps, module length 
1.50 m. linear for a number of 80 modules for a length of about 140 ml. Related to the 
ground floor of the supermarket;
n. 4 concave circular mirrors for surveillance, located in the appropriate points of 
checkouts, counters, etc.
n. 1 SAET-type alarm system with internal volumetric sensors and external key at the 
supermarket entrance;

A series of boxes containing Christmas trees, stars and other Christmas and Befana 
decorations.
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